Production management information system in wood processing and furniture manufacture

Informacijski sustav upravljanja proizvodnjom u preradi drva i proizvodnji namještaja

ABSTRACT • Introduction of a production management information system is one of the ways that could help the management to increase its efficiency. It should enable the monitoring of the whole business of a firm through co-ordination in the process of collecting and using information.
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SAŽETAK • Jedan od načina koji bi menadžmentu trebao pomoći da uspješno realizira proizvodni proces jest informacijski sustav kontrolinga. Spomenuti bi sustav trebao omogućiti praćenje cjelokupnog poslovanja tvrtke uz pomoć koordinacija u procesu prikupljanja i korištenja informacijama.
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1. UVOD
1. INTRODUCTION

The market and a new way of production require fast development of modern management information system in wood processing and furniture manufacture. The role of information and information system in view of firm management is indisputable today. With fast development of information and computer technology, management can reach good and timely information.

The information system can be defined as a group of elements (data, staff, equipment, methods and information) and activities that offer the transformation of data into information and its presentation to the user.

Modern management cannot carry out its basic task without good and timely information on the basis of which business decisions are made.

The superior management of a firm needs chosen information in the process of making strategic decisions. The process of preparing and implementing business decisions requires detailed information on actions, measures and reactions, as well as on results of the measures taken in the shortest possible time. Particularly important is the following: the information on the level of planned and achieved targets of the measures taken within the business policy; planned and achieved economic effects; business results, and the efficiency of individual functions and/or the subsystems of the firm.
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The business of wood processing firms and furniture manufactures can hardly function without good information systems. This refers to all business affairs and also to individual ones such as bookkeeping and finances, sales, supply, etc. The information system of a firm should be explained in terms of its division into the transaction and corporative parts, both of which form the integral information system of a wood-processing and furniture-manufacturing firm.

2. TRANSACTIONS AND CORPORATIVE INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

2.1. Transaction Information Management System

This system has its own institutional frames in terms of positive legal provisions. Therefore it should functionally satisfy all legal standards.

Like any other information system, the transaction system should constitute of the following parts (subsystems, modules):
- Financial bookkeeping;
- Material bookkeeping;
- Production plant bookkeeping;
- Bookkeeping of long-term fixed assets;
- Calculation of salaries and staff files;
- VAT-calculation;
- Commerce (including invoicing).

Any information system that contains the above listed components can be used for making the basic prescribed financial reports by using the available information.

The transaction information system can also function entirely independently in any wood processing and furniture-manufacturing firm without the corporative information system.

2.2. Corporative Information Management System

Unlike the transaction information system, the corporative one has no previously set institutional frames in terms of positive legal provisions. The corporative information system is created according to the desire and need of the management for different types of information, taking into consideration all specific business features. This means that it differs from one firm to another.

An information system is of outstanding significance for controlling function. An information-oriented concept is of great importance in the development of controlling. It is aimed at coordinating the process of collecting and using information. In practice, controlling is often made by creating an information system that is determined by the needs of the management.

Its basic purpose is to enable the management of a wood processing and furniture-manufacturing firm to carry out faster, better, and more accurately the following business processes:
- Planning of business results;
- Planning of business success indices;
- Monitoring of planned business results;
- Monitoring of planned indices of business successfulness;
- Assessment of planned business results deviations;
- Assessment of deviations in planned business results indices;
- Analysis of causes and consequences of business results deviations;
- Analysis of causes and consequences of deviations in business successfulness indices;

Another task of the information system would be to offer timely and reliable information required by the firm for the process of decision-making.

The information system is incapable of independent work. Its activity is combined with the transaction information system, which constitutes the basic database.

The market supply of the corporative systems (information systems) in terms of computer programmes is entirely different than the one of the transaction information systems. Most information firms offer only various reports on the basis of the transaction information system, while today fewer information firms offer the whole integration information systems. The reason lies in high costs of such systems, and the fact that they are not applicable to all different firms.

The users of such systems are expected to actively participate in designing the system by precisely defining the tasks required from the production management system. The user should have appropriate staff for the project task, and is also expected to personally take part in it, which today is a major issue for most firms.
nagement system. Supplementing one another, its subsystems plan, organise, employ the necessary staff, manage and end up with controlling.

The process of management begins with planning, which is the most important of its functions. At the beginning of each activity there is a plan as the result of the process. The planning process encompasses all decisions that determine future activities and results, as well as corresponding measures for the realisation of these activities and results. A plan is composed of the following: aim, resources, actions, and realisation.

Regardless of the firm’s size, industrial branch and type of production, each firm should plan its business. Firms usually make short-term (operative) plans, which encompass a time period of one year (annual business plans). Accordingly, the first task of the production management information system of wood-processing and furniture firms is the monitoring of annual business plans. Annual business plans refer to the following:

- Marketing
- Sales
- Production
- Investments
- Staff
- Material and other business costs
- Profits and losses
- Balance sheet as at December 31
- Liquidity
- Business success indices

Annual business plans should be controlled. This task consists of comparing the planned values with the realised ones. If undesired deviations from the planned values are established, corrective actions are taken in order to realise the planned values. The production management information system should enable the monitoring of all listed annual business plans by comparing the planned values with the realised ones. The monitoring of annual business plans is carried out through reports obtained through the information system.

Another requirement to be met by the production management information system is the monitoring of production via work orders. Since a work order contains data on all resources spent by the production process, it can be used to establish the production costs for each product. The management should be capable of production monitoring through work orders, in order to have all the information on production plant costs necessary for their management. Cost monitoring is the first step in the process of reducing production costs. In order to decrease a value, we need a system of measuring and comparing costs. Production firms usually have a work order that is calculated within the plant bookkeeping.

### 3.2 Monitoring of planned and consequent calculations

#### 3.2.1 Praenje planske i naknadne kalkulacije

By calculating the work orders, a detailed analysis is obtained of all direct and indirect costs, which enables another step, comparison of planned and consequent calculation. It should show the deviation of the realised from the planned. Accordingly, the third task of the production management information system is the monitoring of planned and consequent calculation.

The monitoring of planned and consequent calculations should enable the management to accurately establish the deviations of the realised costs from the planned ones per type and place. The management will thus obtain precise information on any deviations from the plan, which will help the management to take the corresponding corrective measures in case of increased production costs.

The comparison of planned and consequent calculation is usually made so that the calculated work order is compared with the planned calculation. Possible deviations are calculated manually and added to the planned calculation or work order. Such method is not reliable, and can produce certain errors in the procedure of comparing planned and consequent calculations.

Unlike the above comparison, the information system should enable the monitoring of planned and consequent calculations, so that both the monitoring and comparison are carried out fully automatically. This means that users need not write down any additional data or calculate possible deviations. Instead, it is entirely done by the computer programme.

While working on this report, the following specific features should be taken into consideration:

- The planned calculation is always made for the quantity of one product, regardless of the unit of measure. Accordingly, the comparison of planned and conse-

---

**Figure 1** Connection between planning and controlling
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Slika 2. Informacijski sustav poduzeća za preradu drva i proizvodnju namještaja
quent calculation is made of the quantity of one product;
- The comparison of planned and consequent calculations is possible only for those work orders that have gone through the final calculation, which means that the production cycle of making the product has been completed.

4 APPLICATION OF PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM
4. PRIMJENA INFORMACIJSKOG SUSTAVA UPRAVLJANJA PROIZVODNjom

The production management information system is designed for all firms that deal with production, regardless of their size, industrial branch, or product type.

The following facts should be taken into consideration while applying the production management information system to a firm:
- The listed tasks are the basic ones, but not the only ones. Depending on the specific features of the firm, there are always additional requirements that should be taken into consideration;
- Firms should create their own report forms according to their production circumstances.
- Although the estimated term of eight days needed for obtaining the report by the information system is considered appropriate, it can be shortened, depending on the degree of the firm’s information technology and the experience of its bookkeeping/financial staff.
- As explained above, the possibility of establishing the information system in a firm will depend on the availability and quality of the transaction information system, which contains the basic database needed for the functioning of the information system (Figure 2).

In the process of defining the tasks of the information system, all staff is expected to participate actively. They should help in creating different reports, because only they have a complete insight into all data.

Information system usually has many connection lines and a large number of carriers of business and technical information.

Information system has a complex structure. It consists of subsystems which represent an integral part of the system and are closely connected with it.

Production management information system represents efficient automatic system, which integrates and saves all information into data bases, and consists of all relevant company’s data.

Production management information system could enable the development of variants for the management’s decision making as well as routine decision making, and simulation of system behaviour after certain actions (Majdandžić, 1994).

This paper is not based on common data base.
5 CONCLUSION

Successful management of a firm requires different types of information. The part of information that refers to business monitoring should be checked, accurate, and timely, in order to serve the management in making good business decisions.

The information on monitoring business activities in a firm to be used by the management can be obtained by the production management information system. The exhausting manual work on copying, correspondence, calculations and data inputting can be transferred to the computer, minimizing the possible errors of data processing.

Based on the information contained in different reports obtained by using the production management information system, the management will have the following possibilities:

- Manage business results instead of expecting them without having any influence on them;
- Take timely corrective measures for achieving the planned business policy objectives;
- Make good business decisions based on timely and reliable information.

The final result of the information system in wood processing and furniture manufacturing firms is the information presented through reports to the users at all management levels. The reporting system is the final result, the last link of the information system. Its quality will depend on the quality of preceding transaction information system.
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